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"Rambo took the barrios by storm: Spanish videotapes of the movie were widely available, and

nearly all the boys and young men had seen it, usually on the VCRs of their family's more affluent

friends. . . . As one young Sandinista commented, 'Rambo is like the Nicaraguan soldier. He's a

superman. And if the United States invades, we'll cut the marines down like Rambo did.' And then

he mimicked Rambo's famous war howl and mimed his arc of machine gun fire. We both

laughed."â€”from the bookThere is a Nicaragua that Americans have rarely seen or heard about, a

nation of jarring political paradoxes and staggering social and cultural flux. In this Nicaragua, the

culture of machismo still governs most relationships, insidious racism belies official declarations of

ethnic harmony, sexual relationships between men differ starkly from American conceptions of

homosexuality, and fascination with all things American is rampant. Roger Lancaster reveals the

enduring character of Nicaraguan society as he records the experiences of three families and their

community through times of war, hyperinflation, dire shortages, and political turmoil.Life is hard for

the inhabitants of working class barrios like DoÃ±a Flora, who expects little from men and who has

reared her four children with the help of a constant female companion; and life is hard for Miguel,

undersized and vulnerable, stigmatized as a cochÃ³nâ€”a "faggot"â€”until he learned to fight back

against his brutalizers.Through candid discussions with young and old Nicaraguans, men and

women, Lancaster constructs an account of the successes and failures of the 1979 Sandinista

Revolution, documenting the effects of war and embargo on the cultural and economic fabric of

Nicaraguan society. He tracks the break up of families, surveys informal networks that allow

female-headed households to survive, explores the gradual transformation of the culture of

machismo, and reveals a world where heroic efforts have been stymied and the best hopes

deferred. This vast chronicle is sustained by a rich theoretical interpretation of the meanings of

ideology, power, and the family in a revolutionary setting.Played out against a backdrop of political

travail and social dislocation, this work is a story of survival and resistance but also of humor and

happiness. Roger Lancaster shows us that life is hard, but then too, life goes on.
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When people want to know what everyday life in Nicaragua was like during what Eduardo Galeano

has called "the time of beautiful madness," they invariably turn to Lancaster's book. Life is Hard

gives an up-close, personal, and often poignant accounting of the experiences of three

working-class families during the Sandinista period. But this accessible, engaging book is also more

than a classic ethnography. The latter chapters (whose theoretical arguments ineluctably flow from

the more descriptive chapters) provide a highly readable short course on much of what is most

exciting in twentieth century cultural theory: semiotics, deconstruction, neomarxism, and the origins

of queer theory.Over the course of the book, the author takes the reader through various vignettes,

life stories, and analyses. At the same time, Lancaster reveals different facets of himself, in

context-appropriate passages: socialist, Southern working-class origins, white, gay... The result is

an implicit argument about how complex, compound, and contingent identities are. The result is also

that alert readers get a very good sense of how the author's experiences shaped his research

questions- and how they affected his interactions with Nicaraguan informants spanning a broad

social gamut: single mothers, soldiers, adolescent boys and girls, "macho" men, and a number of

gay men (clearly quoted, sometimes at length, in the chapter on same-sex relations).Lancaster's

overarching analysis is complex. In a feminist vein, he argues that the Sandinista revolution failed,

in part, because its leadership failed to undertake an effective renovation of gender relations and

family life.
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